Public Service Announcement
Visitors Accessing MCAGCC
What military families need to know on base, when inviting family and friends to visit:






Visiting relatives and friends are welcome to the base, provided the guest does not have a felony warrant
for their arrest, they do not appear on a terrorist watchlist, and they have not been debarred from the
installation.
If your guests are passengers in your vehicle(s) or accompany you on foot through the gate, you (uniformed
service members, dependents, DOD employees, and retired uniformed services members and spouses) can
vouch for the occupants inside the vehicle. This is considered Trusted Traveler. Your guests should provide
a valid identification card when presenting to the sentry. A driver’s license is perfectly acceptable. (*It does
NOT need to be REAL ID compliant. DHS has suspended this requirement until October 2021)
If your guests are driving their own vehicle or a rented vehicle, this is considered Unescorted Access. Your
guests must request a Visitor Pass. To begin this process, you can request a Visitor Pass via the SharePoint
website (CAC-enabled):
https://eis.usmc.mil/sites/pmo29/Pages/home.aspx
Once submitted online, your guests can complete the Visitor Pass process when they arrive by checking
into the Visitor’s Center (Bldg 901), adjacent to the MCAGCC Main Gate. Ensure that your guests have
their valid state driver’s license, proof of current registration and insurance in their name to complete the
process. You can contact the Visitor’s Center at 830-6794 during business hours for any visitor questions.
Or in the case of a Rental Vehicle, ensure your guests can produce the rental agreement.
If after hours and the Visitor’s Center is closed, the sentries at the Main Gate can issue visitor’s passes in
the same manner.

Crime Prevention
Law enforcement agencies will deter crime where they can be, but it is with your help that we can reduce the risks.



Package and Mail Theft – Be vigilant. Report suspicious activity. Help your fellow neighbors and
call PMO when you witness a crime. Call 830-3333 or 911 in an emergency.
Unlocked Cars and Unlocked Homes. We like to believe we’re safe and among friends in our
military community. However theft of valuables from unlocked cars and unlocked homes occurs
every day on Marine Corps bases and stations.
Don’t leave wallets, purses, or money on entryway tables or near unsecure windows of your
house. Never leave valuables visible on the dash or in the center console of your car. Remember to
always lock your car, secure your home’s doors and screen doors.

Extended Stays
Lincoln Military Housing requires residents to register visitors with the Housing Office if the visitors will exceed a
72-hour stay. You can contact the Family Housing Office at 830-6611 or Bldg 1003.
Health Safety




Individuals must wear masks continuously while on military installations except when required for
identification, security purpose, reasonably accommodate an individual with a disability, or eating and
drinking while maintaining social distancing.
Do your part to reduce the Spread of COVID-19 by wearing masks, physically distancing at least 6 feet
from other people, avoiding touching your face with unwashed hands, and frequently washing your hands
with soap and water.

